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BACKGROUND
ALERC representation on NBN Atlas Steering Group:
 Mandy Rudd (GIGL)
 Adam Rowe (SEWBReC) (also representing NBN Atlas Wales
Steering Group)
A very active Steering Group from June 2016-April 2017
… quieter since the launch of the Atlas
Reporting to ALERC:
 Reports given at ALERC board meetings and via Directors e-mail
group
 Limited reporting to full membership, except one major update via
the Forum
… Sorry: we know we should have done more!

BACKGROUND
Getting the NBN Atlas ready for launch on such a short time-scale
was a MASSIVE achievement by the NBN Trust and its contractors.
It is still a work in progress …
Phase 1 was to get a working Atlas launched which replicated the
basic functions of the NBN Gateway …
This has mainly been achieved, but with shortcomings in certain
areas (e.g. web services, removal of access controls)

55% of datasets are open (OGL, CC0 or CC-BY) and 45% shared (CC-BY-NC)
… but the shared datasets contain 88% of all records

Some

MAJOR ISSUE #1: ACCESS CONTROLS
Discussed at first meeting of NBN Atlas Steering Group (June 2016)
Some members (including ALERC and Natural Resources Wales)
advocated the need for access controls to ensure the success of the
Atlas
The issue was discussed at NBN Trustees meeting (November 2016):
 Natural England argued that they “only support open data and
funding may not be available if there were access controls in place”
 ALERC reported that LERCs are unlikely to upload much data at
full resolution
 Environment Agency expressed concerns that data resolution
won’t be good enough
NBNT Board “agreed to remain firm on no access controls”

MAJOR ISSUE #1: ACCESS CONTROLS
No clear picture yet available of implications of no access controls
How much data is uploaded at capture resolution and how much at
lower or ‘pre-blurred’ resolution?
 How many LERCs have uploaded all data at capture resolution?
 How many LERCs have only uploaded lower resolution data?
 How many LERCs are still adopting a ‘wait and see what happens’
policy?
 How many LERCs would upload more capture resolution data
were a system of access controls reinstated?

Only 7.2% of records are at <= 100m resolution; 92.8% at >= 1km resolution
… but what % of records are shared at capture resolution and what % are
blurred?

MAJOR ISSUE #1: ACCESS CONTROLS
No clear picture yet available of implications of no access controls
How much data is uploaded at capture resolution and how much at
lower or ‘pre-blurred’ resolution?
 How many LERCs have uploaded all data at capture resolution?
 How many LERCs have only uploaded lower resolution data?
 How many LERCs are still adopting a ‘wait and see what happens’
policy?
 How many LERCs would upload more capture resolution data
were a system of access controls reinstated?
Major impacts on supply of capture resolution data from English
LERCs to Environment Agency.
Natural Resources Wales, who previously had enhanced access
LERC data via NBN Gateway, now have to obtain data via alternative
means outside NBN systems.

MAJOR ISSUE #2: NON-COMMERCIAL USE
Discussed at length during NBN Atlas Steering Group meetings in late
2016/early 2017
ALERC expressed major concerns that unless a definition of noncommercial use was agreed, data LERCs supply could be freely used
for a range of applications for which we currently generate income.
Mandy Rudd strongly advocated for applying the strictest definition
whereby only personal use would be defined as non-commercial.
NBN Trust considered 4 options:
i). Non-commercial use is defined as personal use only
ii). Non-commercial use is defined using an adapted version of the
NBN Data Use Principles1 and 7

NBN Data Exchange Principles
Principle 1
Biodiversity data should be easily accessible to enable their use for not-forprofit decision-making, education, research and other public-benefit purposes.
Principle 7
a) Managers and funders of biodiversity data should make basic facts freely
available (except for handling charges if needed) for not-for-profit decisionmaking, education, research and other public-benefit purposes.
b) Biodiversity data suppliers should try to arrange resourcing of information
provision so that charges for not-for-profit uses are minimal and charges for
commercial uses are realistic but do not prevent the use of biodiversity data.
c) Biodiversity data users should expect to contribute to sustaining the
provision of biodiversity data through contributing either in kind or financially to
the collection, collation and management of biodiversity data, or at the point of
use.

MAJOR ISSUE #2: NON-COMMERCIAL USE
Discussed at length during NBN Atlas Steering Group meetings in late
2016/early 2017
ALERC expressed major concerns that unless a definition of noncommercial use was agreed, data LERCs supply could be freely used
for a range of applications for which we currently generate income.
Mandy Rudd strongly advocated for applying the strictest definition
whereby only personal use would be defined as non-commercial.
NBN Trust considered 4 options:
i). Non-commercial use is defined as personal use only
ii). Non-commercial use is defined using an adapted version of the
NBN Data Use Principles1 and 7
iii). No guidance is given for what constitutes commercial/noncommercial use
iv). The CC-BY-NC licence is removed from the NBN Atlas

MAJOR ISSUE #2: NON-COMMERCIAL USE
NBN Trustees dismissed options 3 and 4 and after discussion also
over-ruled Mandy Rudd’s argument for option 1.
A definition of commercial use is being adopted based on option 2
(NBN Data Exchange Principles)

MAJOR ISSUE #2: NON-COMMERCIAL USE
Key points:









Creative Commons define commercial use as “one primarily intended for
or directed towards commercial advantage or monetary compensation”.
Whether a use is commercial will depend on the specifics of the situation
and the intentions of the user.
The Creative Commons definition of commercial use is “intentionally
flexible”
Direct use of data to “make money” is commercial
Indirect use of data in order to create some other product (e.g. including
the data in a wider report on other matters) for commercial gain is still
commercial use
Use of data downloaded from the NBN Atlas by NBN partners, such as
LERCs and National Schemes and Societies, for use in data services for
which they are paid also constitutes commercial use
Not all use by a business is necessarily “commercial”
Not all use by a non-profit organisation is necessarily “non-commercial”

MAJOR ISSUE #2: NON-COMMERCIAL USE
Other points:


Like all Creative Commons licences, the NC licences are non-exclusive.
This means that the data owner/provider can offer the same data under
different terms, including commercial use.
 A potential user could, therefore, contact the data provider to seek
permission to use the data for commercial use
 If a user regularly uses the data from a data provider for commercial
purposes, standardised agreements between the two parties could be
put in place

MAJOR ISSUE #3: SENSITIVE SPECIES
Despite their enthusiasm for open data, statutory bodies who have
contributed data and funding to the Atlas realise that not all data can
be made open:
 Capture resolution records of some sensitive species records need
to be withheld from the public domain
 Public bodies are permitted to do this via exception 12(5)(g) of the
Environmental Information Regulations 2004
Detailed discussions have taken place over options for how the NBN
Atlas can deal with records of sensitive species
The preferred option is where each data provider owns and manages their
own “White List” through which they allow individual data users enhanced
access to their sensitive species data.
A system of access controls will effectively be built to deliver this and it
is only a policy decision of the NBN Trust which will prevent the broadening of
its use to solve the ‘access controls issue’.

MAJOR ISSUE #4: THE OPEN DATA AGENDA

MAJOR ISSUE #4: THE OPEN DATA AGENDA
NBN has a target for the NBN Atlas to be fully open by 2020
We agree that publicly funded data should be made openly available
However, we believe that access to volunteered data is a privilege
and not a right. LERCs provide vital support for volunteer recorders
and many recorders wish to see the business model of LERCs
protected.
ALERC directors attended an open data workshop with the Open
Data Institute (ODI):
 ODI agree that LERCs are being open with data
 Offering access to high quality data (discovery datasets, routes to
better data)
 Suggested publishing open discovery datasets via data portals,
including the Atlas, to signpost consumers to high quality data via
our local services

MAJOR ISSUE #4: THE OPEN DATA AGENDA
LERCs must look for opportunities to gain from the open data agenda,
not be constrained by it
The final report and recommendations from the ODI workshop will be
shared with ALERC members via the Forum/Knowledge Hub.

OTHER ISSUES:
ALERC has argued for a system whereby registered NBN Atlas users
who are commercial consultants could be prevented from
downloading (or even viewing) CC-BY-NC data
 This has not been developed and will be revisited by ALERC reps
Only a limited range of web services have been developed to date
 More can to be done to integrate Atlas-sourced open data into
LERC data searches

FINAL THOUGHTS:


What constitutes best practice for an ecological consultant in the NBN
Atlas era?
 Accessing Atlas for data they’re allowed to access (i.e. open, not
shared/non-commercial data)
 Also accessing LERC data
 There’s a lot of data they can’t use.



Is the Atlas currently affecting LERC data search sales? (species data and
designated/local sites layers). Show of hands?



Will LERCs be seen as holding back the success of the Atlas if we
continue to share low resolution data with CC-BY-NC licences (to protect
our business models)?
 We had this reputation with the Gateway – can we shake it off?
 We must all reiterate that we are happy to be more open with data,
but only if income shortfalls are met by core funding.
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